
Gathering
— A GUIDE TO HOSTING AT HOME —

P R E S E N T E D  BY  B O U R S I N  C H E E S E



It’s simple: We humans are designed to gather. And with our increasingly 

busy lives, there is a certain comfort, yet feeling of sophistication, bringing 

people together — and gathering — at home. 

Whether you’re new to entertaining or more experienced, this book will guide you on your 

journey to becoming a confident and thoughtful host. It will walk you through the five key 

elements of hosting, and offer recipes and crafts — with varying levels of difficulty — to 

help you host an elevated gathering that’s sure to wow your guests. 

Get inspired, gather, and enjoy. Happy hosting! 

Gathering
— A GUIDE TO HOSTING AT HOME —

FOR YOUR SAFETY: The recipes and crafts in this book are for directional purposes only. While using sharp objects 
or hot instruments, please take measures to ensure your eyes, hands and other body parts are adequately protected. 
Bel Brands USA, Inc. is not responsible for injury incurred while developing any of these recipes or crafts.
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Eat
The foundation of any good party is food (and drink —we’ll get to that). 

With a few key tricks and ingredients — such as Boursin® Cheese — 

a wow-worthy spread can elevate any event in no time. 
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Boursin® Crispy Crostini

INGREDIENTS

• 1 French baguette, thinly 
sliced into 24 (¼- to 
½-inch thick) slices

• Extra-virgin olive oil 

• 1 box of Boursin Garlic & 
Fine Herbs Cheese

• 1 cup heirloom baby 
tomatoes, roughly chopped 

• Oregano, basil and thyme 
leaves for garnish

• Sea salt and cracked 
black pepper

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Preheat the oven to 375° F. 

2. Brush both sides of each bread slice with olive oil and arrange 
on a large baking sheet in a single layer. Bake in the oven for 
10-15 minutes until lightly golden. 

3. Remove the crostini from the oven and spread a thick layer of 
Boursin Cheese onto each one. Spoon the chopped tomatoes 
on top and sprinkle with oregano, basil and thyme leaves. 

4. Finish with a drizzle of olive oil and dust with salt and pepper.

TIME
25 minutes

YIELD
24 crostini

DIFFICULTY
Novice

Crostini is the Italian name for “little toasts” — small pieces of bread made from 

slicing a thin loaf such as a baguette. Along with a charcuterie board, serving 

crostini is the perfect way to start a gathering, and the ideal vessel for all kinds of 

delicious toppings — especially Boursin Cheese.

TOP IT OFF
Mix and match Boursin Cheese-topped crostini with a variety of 

garnishes such as pickles, olives, mustards and freshly picked herbs.
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Boursin® Charcuterie 
Board

Charcuterie and cheese boards are always crowd-pleasers. Nothing brings people 

together and gets them talking like a platter filled with delicious flavors — including 

Boursin Cheese — that pair perfectly with good wines, craft beers and cocktails. 

Get creative by mixing your favorite tastes and textures, from pistachios to dates, 

playing off salty and sweet for that perfect bite. 

INGREDIENTS

• 1 box of Boursin Garlic & 
Fine Herbs Cheese

• 2 salamis, 8 ounces each

• 1 pound assorted charcuterie 
(pepperoni, chorizo 
cantimpalo, calabrese, 
capocollo, prosciutto)

• 8 ounces pistachios

• 8 ounces mixed olives

• Honeycomb

• 8 fresh figs

• 3 peaches

• 1 pound cherries

• 12 Medjool dates

• 12 candied orange slices 
dipped in chocolate 

• Assorted crackers 
and breadsticks

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place the Boursin Cheese on the board where you’d like it to 
go. Then, group the different types of charcuterie together 
across the board. 

2. Add in small bowls of nuts, olives and honeycomb around and 
in between the charcuterie and cheese. 

3. Place the dried fruit, fresh fruit and candied oranges 
whimsically around and across the board. 

4. Place crackers and breadsticks toward the outside of the board.

TIME
15 minutes

YIELD
1 board

DIFFICULTY
Enthusiast
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Take a photo from 
overhead for a more graphic, 

scroll-stopping shot. 

P
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Hearty Tapas Spread

TIME
45 minutes

YIELD
42 small bites

DIFFICULTY
Experienced

In Spain, small plates of food, known as tapas, are served to go with your evening cerveza. 

Tapas are meant to be shared and eaten standing up, which makes them ideal for any small or 

large gathering. Here, we share three go-to tapas recipes with a unique Boursin® Cheese twist. 
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Stuffed Dates

• 12 Medjool dates, pitted

• 1 box of Boursin Garlic & 
Fine Herbs Cheese

• 6 slices of Serrano ham

• Honey to drizzle

• Coarse sea salt to garnish

• 12 toothpicks 

1. With a paring knife, make 
a shallow cut along the 
length of each date to open 
it up and make a pocket. 

2. Spoon a layer of Boursin 
Cheese into the pocket and 
press lightly to close. 

3. Cut ham strips in half 
lengthwise and wrap one 
piece around each date. 

4. Spear each date with a 
toothpick and arrange on 
a plate. Drizzle with honey 
and a sprinkle of sea salt.

Boursin Boquerones Toasts

• 12 crostini, toasted

• 1 box of Boursin Garlic & 
Fine Herbs Cheese

• 12 boquerones (marinated 
white anchovies)

• 1 marinated, roasted red bell 
pepper, cut into 12 strips

• 12 cured black olives, 
pitted and sliced

• Smoked paprika 

1. Place the crostini on a 
platter and spread each 
liberally with Boursin Cheese. 

2. Place a boqueron on top 
of the Boursin Cheese, 
followed by a slice of red 
bell pepper. 

3. To garnish, top each crostini 
with an olive slice and a 
sprinkle of paprika.

Stuffed Pickled Cherry Peppers

• 18 red and orange pickled 
cherry peppers

• 1 box of Boursin Garlic & 
Fine Herbs Cheese 

• 2 tablespoons fresh 
oregano leaves

• Extra-virgin olive oil to drizzle

• Sea salt to finish 

1. Stuff each pepper with 
Boursin Cheese and 
arrange them on a plate. 

2. Sprinkle the stuffed 
peppers with oregano 
leaves and drizzle with 
olive oil. Finish with a light 
dusting of salt. 



Drink
Wine, beer, cocktails or spirits — what your guests are drinking 

is just as important as what they eat. We’ll show you how to 

make a perfectly shaken cocktail, pair wine with Boursin® 

Cheese, and craft a special, sweet end to any gathering. 

S E C T I O N  0 2
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Dirty Martinis With 
Boursin® Stuffed Olives

INGREDIENTS

• 1 box of Boursin Garlic & 
Fine Herbs Cheese

• 12 large Queen or 
Castelvetrano green olives, 
pitted (reserve the brine) 

• 8 ounces high-quality gin 
or vodka

• 3 ounces vermouth

• Crushed ice

• 4 chilled martini glasses

INSTRUCTIONS

1. To stuff the olives, spoon a teaspoon of Boursin Cheese into 
the center of each olive and set aside. The remaining cheese 
can be refrigerated and saved for another use.

2. Skewer three olives onto each cocktail pick.

3. Fill a cocktail shaker with ice and add half the gin or vodka, 
half the vermouth, and a splash of the reserved olive brine. 
Shake vigorously and pour into two of the chilled martini 
glasses. Repeat and fill the other two glasses. 

4. Place one cocktail pick in each glass and serve.

TIME
15 minutes

YIELD
4 martinis

DIFFICULTY
Novice

There are few things more classic — and sophisticated — than a dirty martini. 

(What makes it dirty? The olive juice!) The original formula of gin or vodka, 

vermouth and olive brine gets upgraded here with a special Boursin Cheese twist. 

We’ll take two, straight up.
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In photos, odd numbers work 
best. So, try three glasses or one 
martini glass and three olives on 

the side for the perfect shot.

P
IC

TURE PERFEC
T
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Boursin® Cheese & 
Wine Pairing

Conventional wisdom says red wine should always accompany cheese. We say, not so! 

Boursin Cheese can be enjoyed alongside any good wine. Go ahead and serve your favorite 

pinot noir, rosé and Sancerre for a variety of perfect pairings that will wow every guest. 

INGREDIENTS

• 2 bottles pinot noir wine

• 2 bottles rosé wine 

• 2 bottles Sancerre wine 

• 1 box Boursin Shallot & 
Chive Cheese

• 1 box Boursin Basil & 
Chive Cheese

• 1 box Boursin Garlic & 
Fine Herbs Cheese

PAIRING NOTES

Pinot noir + Boursin Shallot & Chive Cheese 
Pinot noir wines, characterized by soft fruit and light mineral tastes, 
are very easy to drink and pair perfectly with Boursin Cheese. 
The pinot noir grape originated in Burgundy, France, which has 
a similar terrain to Paso Robles, California. So, when choosing a 
pinot noir, opt for one from California’s Central Coast.  
 
Rosé + Boursin Basil & Chive Cheese 
A light floral, crisp and dry rosé paired with Boursin Cheese will 
elevate any gathering. When buying rosé, choose one that is from 
Provence in southeast France and is pale petal pink. Serve chilled.  
 
Sancerre + Boursin Garlic & Fine Herbs Cheese 
Everyone enjoys the bright crispness of Sancerre — especially 
when paired with Boursin Cheese. From the Loire Valley in 
France, Sancerre is known for its aromatic citrus notes such 
as grapefruit and lemon with a touch of honeydew melon and 
light acidity. Serve chilled. 

TIME
15 minutes

YIELD
24 glasses

DIFFICULTY
Enthusiast

FUn FACT Add ice cubes to your glass of rosé. The French do it and you can, too. 
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Homemade Limoncello

TOP IT OFF
Serve with grilled peach halves, filled with a spoonful of Boursin 

Cheese and a drizzle of honey. 

Limoncello is a lemon-infused Italian liqueur served chilled at the end of a meal. This 

digestivo is simple to make at home. Use Eureka lemons for their bold flavor or Meyer 

lemons for a more perfumed and slightly sweeter taste. Serve with Boursin® Cheese for 

a Mediterranean-inspired dessert cheese course.

INGREDIENTS

• 6 Eureka or Meyer lemons

• 1 750-milliliter bottle of 
high-quality vodka 

• 1 cup of white organic sugar

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Using a sharp vegetable peeler, remove the peel from the 
lemons; make sure there is no pith (the white, spongy fiber 
between the peel and the fruit). Cut the lemons in half and 
juice using a juicer.

2. Pour the lemon juice into a large container with a lid; add the 
peel and vodka and stir. Place the lid on the container and let 
the mix infuse at room temperature for two weeks. 

3. In a medium-sized saucepan bring the sugar and 1½ cups of 
water to a boil over high heat. Reduce the heat to a simmer 
and continue to cook, stirring occasionally until the sugar has 
completely dissolved (about 10 minutes). Set aside to cool.

4. Once the syrup is cool, pour it into the lemon vodka mix and 
stir. Let it stand for one hour to infuse. 

5. Line a sieve with cheesecloth (or use a coffee filter) and strain 
the limoncello into a pitcher. To store, pour into sterilized 
bottles and label. Store in a dark cupboard.

6. Chill before serving in a shot glass or in a tall glass 
poured over ice.

TIME
2 weeks (includes infusion time)

YIELD
1 liter 

DIFFICULTY
Experienced
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Create
Just-right personal touches are key to making your 

gathering more reflective of you, your style and your 

purpose for the occasion. That signature flair — such as 

creative serveware to serve up Boursin® Cheese — will 

surprise and delight your guests every time. 

S E C T I O N  0 3
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Chalkboard Paint 
Cheese Board

MATERIALS

• Precut pine or maple board 
in desired size from craft 
store or thrift store

• Painter’s tape

• Chalkboard paint

• ¼-inch paint brush

• 2-inch paint brush

• Chalk

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Tape the edges of the board to avoid the paint from bleeding 
onto the vertical sides of the board. Place a piece of tape 
across the top of the board, dividing the board into two halves. 

2. Paint one half of the top of the board using the ¼-inch paint 
brush for cutting in the edges and the 2-inch paint brush for 
the surface. Let it dry for four hours, then add a second coat 
(paint a third coat if needed). Once all the coats have been 
applied, let the board dry for at least 24 hours before using. 

3. When dry, remove the painter’s tape.

4. To serve, place your cheeses, including Boursin Cheese, on the 
board and label each using the chalk. Enjoy!

TIME
9 hours (includes drying time)

YIELD
1 board

DIFFICULTY
Novice

We’ve all been there: looking down at a beautiful spread, not knowing what any of the 

foods are. The ultimate host takes care of his or her guests from start to finish. Enter a 

customizable cheese board that allows you to demystify the meal and mark what is what. 

Your guests will thank you — for that and the Boursin® Cheese. 

Don’t be afraid to come 
in close for a tight shot, 

especially if the background is 
busy or distracting.

P IC
TURE PERFEC

T
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Lazy Susan Caddy
When it comes to food, presentation matters. The good news? Arranging your food in an 

appealing and functional way doesn’t need to be complex. The lazy Susan, a revolving stand 

or tray, allows guests to easily reach what they need — the Boursin® Cheese, of course! It’s the 

definition of simple utility with a sophisticated touch. For a video of step-by-step directions for 

a similar craft, please visit Tastemade.com/Boursin.

MATERIALS

• 1  12-inch round tray or 
flat wood round*

• 1  10-inch circular 
wood base*

• 1  18-inch circular 
wood base*

• 1 center pillar piece*

• Wood glue

• Lazy Susan hardware

• 8 3/8 inch self-tapping 
screws

• 3 6- to 8-ounce wood 
cups for utensils 

• Mineral oil

• Drill and bits to fit screw 
size and slightly larger size 
for access hole

*Purchase precut from 
a craft store 

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Take the 12-inch wood tray or flat wood round and place it 
underside up. Center the pillar on the tray or round and use 
the glue to secure it. Use a heavy book or clamps to keep 
the pillar in place as the glue dries. Let it dry for four hours.

2. While the first piece is drying, center and attach the lazy 
Susan hardware using four of the screws to the top side of 
the 10-inch wood base. This will be your base. 

3. Rotate the lazy Susan hardware on the base to form a star 
shape with the corners. With a pencil, mark the location of 
one unattached corner screw hole on the base. This will be 
your access hole for attaching to the 18-inch wood base. 
Drill out the access hole with a larger drill bit all the way 
through the wood.

4. Take your 18-inch wood base and flip it so the underside is 
facing up. Center the 10-inch base (with the attached lazy 
Susan hardware) onto the larger round. Attach the 10-inch 
base to the 18-inch base using the access hole to drill self-
tapping screws into each corner of the hardware. Once 
attached turn right-side up.

5. Attach the top tier with the pillar to the rotating base using 
wood glue making sure the top piece is centered. Let it dry 
for four hours. Polish all wood with mineral oil. 

6. Dress your new caddy with all of your cheese board 
essentials. Boursin Cheese and artisanal crackers make 
the perfect combination. 

TIME
9 hours (includes drying time)

YIELD
1 caddy

DIFFICULTY
Enthusiast
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The top of the caddy is 
perfect for displaying forks, 

knives, napkins and plates. Add 
an herb planter or small bud vase 

for an organic touch. 

TOP IT  OFF
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Shibori Dyed 
Table Runner

MATERIALS

• 1 table runner, made of 
natural fiber, prewashed 

• 1 Shibori dye kit, available at 
craft stores and online

• 2 5-gallon buckets,  
one with a lid

• 1 stir stick, slightly longer 
than depth of buckets

• Gloves

• Plastic tub

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Follow the instructions in the dye kit to prepare the indigo 
solution in the first bucket. Allow 15-30 minutes for the 
solution to combine into a yellow-green color.

2. Fill the second bucket with cold water. This is your rinse bath.

3. Begin to fold and tie the table runner. See the booklet 
included with the dye kit for ideas for different folds and ties. 

4. Once the table runner is folded and tied, submerge it in 
the cold water rinse bath until it is well soaked. Squeeze 
out excess water.

5. With your gloves on, submerge the wet fabric in the indigo 
dye bath and gently squeeze your fabric to allow the dye to 
evenly distribute. When you have the desired color saturation, 
remove the table runner, squeezing out the dye as you remove 
it from the bucket. 

6. Lay the dyed table runner in the plastic tub to oxidize for 
about 20 minutes. The color will change from a green-yellow 
to blue as the oxygen reacts with the dye.

7. If you’d like a darker shade of indigo, re-submerge the 
table runner and repeat steps 5 and 6 until you achieve the 
desired color depth. 

8. Untie the table runner and rinse it in the rinse bath. Use a mild 
soap to remove any odor from the die, and rinse again. Line 
dry. Iron if desired.

TIME
2 hours

YIELD
1 table runner

DIFFICULTY
Experienced

Shibori is a centuries-old Japanese dying technique, which involves — much like tie-dye — 

different folds, twists and binds to achieve a desired pattern. The traditional indigo dye gives 

Shibori its signature look and elevates almost any table setting. A Shibori table runner, which 

you can make at home, is a beautiful backdrop for an Insta-worthy Boursin® Cheese spread. 
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Don’t stop with a table runner: 
Give clothing and old pillow 

cases new life, too. The kit will 
dye up to 15 yards of fabric (the 

equivalent of 15 T-shirts).

kEEP IT  GOInG

Note: Use a plastic tarp to 
protect your flooring from 
the dye. 



Feel
The art of hosting applies not just to how your setting looks, 

but how it feels. Whether you’re going for fun and playful, cozy and 

intimate, or formal and refined, with a few key details — such as 

mood lighting, a wow-worthy tablescape and Boursin® Cheese — 

you’ll give your gathering an elevated ambiance to match the mood. 

S E C T I O N  0 4
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Table Setting 101

MATERIALS

• 1 tablecloth

• 6 large plates

• 6 small plates

• 6 small or large chargers

• 6 cloth napkins

• 6 napkin rings

• 6 dinner forks

• 6 salad forks

• 6 knives

• 6 small spoons

• 6 water glasses

• 6 wine glasses

• 6 sprigs of greenery

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cover the table with the tablecloth and place a dinner plate at 
each seat. Place a charger on top of each dinner plate and a 
small plate on top of the charger. If using large chargers, place 
one under each dinner plate. 

2. Fold each napkin and pull it through a napkin ring. Lay a 
napkin to the left of each dinner plate or centered on top of 
the small plate (as shown in the photo). 

3. Place a dinner fork to the left of each dinner plate; place a 
salad fork to the left of the dinner fork. Place a knife, blade 
facing toward the plate, to the right of each dinner plate and 
a spoon to the right of the knife. 

4. Place a water glass at the 1-o’clock position at the top of each 
plate and a wine glass to the right of the water glass. 

5. Lay a sprig of greenery on top of each napkin (as shown) or 
casually around each table setting. 

TIME
15 minutes

YIELD
Table for 6

DIFFICULTY
Novice

Whether it’s set up for a sit-down dinner or simply grabbing a few bites casually, a 

table is a natural place for people to gather. You can easily put together a chic and 

memorable table setting with a few items you likely have around the house and a 

classic Boursin® Cheese-inspired food spread. 

Don’t use the zoom function.
If you want to get a tighter shot 

just move the camera closer!

P
IC

TURE PERFEC
T

Note: For more tablescape 
ideas, see Wine Bottle 
Candles on page 32 and 
Floral Arranging on page 39.
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There is nothing quite as effective as beautiful lighting to set the tone for your gathering. 

It makes everything — the food, the people, the Boursin® Cheese — look even better, 

casting the scene in a soft and magical glow. When in doubt, opt for candlelight to 

create an intimate and welcoming mood. 

MATERIALS

• Bottle cutter 

• 10 empty wine bottles (5 for 
display, 5 for practice)

• Wet/dry sandpaper, both 
medium and fine grit

• Razor blade

• Adhesive remover

• Paper towels 

• Scouring pad

• Rubber gloves

• Safety glasses

• Hot water kettle, electric 
or stovetop

• Votive candles

Note: The candles get hot 
during use. Allow the glass to 
cool before putting them away. 

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Fill a sink or small tub with water and soak the wine bottles for 
20 minutes. Wearing rubber gloves, place the bottles upright 
and scrape off the labels with a razor blade in a downward 
direction. Use the scouring pad or adhesive remover to remove 
any remaining glue. Dry the bottles using the paper towels. 

2. Boil water in the hot water kettle. While the water is boiling, 
put on the gloves and safety glasses and place a bottle in the 
cutter and rotate it against the blade until the cutting lines 
meet. (Do not go over the cut line a second time.) At this 
point, the bottle will still be intact.

3. Pour boiling water over the cut line of the bottle in a thin 
stream while rotating the bottle all the way around until 
it’s warm. 

4. While the bottle is warm, turn on the cold water faucet and 
let the water run over the cut line while rotating the bottle. 
You may hear a cracking sound, which means the bottle is 
separating. If not, repeat the hot-and-cold water steps until 
the bottle separates. 

5. Wearing gloves and eye protection, sand the edges of the cut 
bottle under cold running water with the coarse grit sandpaper. 
Finish with the fine grit sandpaper for a smooth finish. 

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 for the remaining bottles. 

7. Place one votive candle in each candleholder and arrange on 
your table or entertaining space as desired. If you’re worried 
about dripping wax, place each candle on a coaster, wood 
board or other surface.

TIME
1 hour

YIELD
5 candles

DIFFICULTY
Enthusiast
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Wine Bottle Candles
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DIY Dresser to Bar Cart

MATERIALS

• Small 3- or 4-drawer dresser

• Interior paint, color of your 
choosing in eggshell finish

• Paintbrush

• Contact paper

• 4 tapered legs with wheels 
or casters

• 1 gold towel bar

• Wine rack

• Bar accessories (such as a 
shaker, stir sticks, ice bucket 
and glassware)

• Drill

• Screws

• Spackle

• Razor blade

• Scissors

• Measuring tape

• Pencil

• Hammer

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove drawers, knobs, drawer hardware (such as rails) and 
backing from the dresser. Using a hammer, remove any wood 
separating the spaces for the lower drawers. Spackle any holes 
left from removing the drawer hardware, scrape excess with a 
razor blade for a flush surface. Let dry two hours.

2. Paint the inside and outside of the dresser, knobs and one 
drawer. Let the paint dry completely, then apply a second coat.

3. While the dresser is drying, apply contact paper to the side 
facing in of the backing of the dresser. 

4. Once the dresser is dry, flip it upside down and attach 
the tapered legs or casters to each corner using the 
screws and drill. 

5. Flip the dresser right-side up and place the painted drawer 
into the top slot. Attach the painted drawer knobs and the 
towel bar to one of the sides near the top. 

6. Reattach the backing to the dresser. 

7. Place the wine rack in the empty space below the drawer along 
with taller glasses, mixer bottles, etc. On the top of the cart, 
place the ice bucket, shaker, stir sticks, shorter glassware and 
Boursin Cheese for an afternoon or evening of entertaining.

TIME
9 hours (includes drying time)

YIELD
1 bar cart

DIFFICULTY
Experienced

For any successful gathering, drinks should be plentiful and refills easily accessible. 

The best way to accomplish this is with a stylish bar cart where guests can help 

themselves, and catch a bite or two of Boursin® Cheese in the process. For a video of 

step-by-step directions for a similar craft, visit Tastemade.com/Boursin.
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Host
The best gatherings live on in spirit after the last guest leaves. 

As a first-class host, send your guests home with a little something 

special — such as flowers from your table setting or a personalized 

cheese board to serve Boursin® Cheese — to carry the joy of the 

occasion into their everyday lives.

S E C T I O N  0 5
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Floral Arranging

MATERIALS

• 8-12 small jars and/or 
bottles of varying heights

• 1-2 floral bouquets, 
with a variation of large 
and small flowers

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut the flowers stems 1 to 2 inches above the rim of the jar or 
bottle. Remove the leaves from the stems. 

2. Fill the jars or bottles with three to five flowers per jar 
depending on the size of the jar and flowers (or more as 
desired). Vary the flower size and height throughout the jars 
for visual contrast.

3. Add water halfway up the jar or bottle. 

4. Group the arrangements at the center of the table or arrange 
as desired.

TIME
30 minutes

YIELD
8 to 12 arrangements

DIFFICULTY
Novice

Every gathering needs a few flowers or greenery for a must-have natural touch. With a 

color palette, a variety of bouquets, and a handful of jars and vases, floral arrangements 

are easy to DIY at home — no florist required. They will elevate any setting and 

complement your spread of food, drinks and Boursin® Cheese. When your celebration is 

done, send each guest home with a wow-worthy arrangement as a party favor. 

MAkE IT 
YOUR OWn

Try an all-greenery arrangement with an assortment of graphic leaves 

such as ferns, bay leaves, eucalyptus, rosemary and dusty miller.
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Burlap-Wrapped Planter

Fresh herbs, such as parsley, basil and chives, are tried-and-true ingredients to garnish 

almost any dish — including Boursin® Cheese. Give your guests a fresh spin on a party 

favor; send each home with an herb planter so they can clip off a sprig or two and add 

bright and earthy flavor to whatever is on the menu. 

MATERIALS

• Burlap, one 
18-by-7-inch piece

• Craft foam adhesive sheets

• 1 wooden block, 
2 inches by 2 inches

• Acrylic paint

• Plastic lid or shallow flat 
bottom dish for paint

• Embroidery thread, neutral 
color to match burlap 

• Sewing needle 

• 1 potted herb of your choice

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut a 1-inch circle, triangle or other desired shape from the 
foam adhesive sheets. Peel adhesive backing off the foam and 
attach the shape to the wooden block. This is your stamp.

2. Pour some paint into the plastic lid or flat bottom dish. Dip 
the stamp into the paint, lightly coating the foam. Stamp your 
desired pattern onto the burlap. Let it dry for about an hour.

3. Fold the burlap in half with the printed sides facing each 
other. Sew the side and bottom together with the embroidery 
thread to create a sack.

4. Fold down the top edge of the burlap about 1 inch. Fold a 
second time to make a nice hem. Using the embroidery  
thread and sewing needle, stitch in the middle of the hem 
around the circumference of the burlap. Tie off the ends into 
a bow or knot. 

5. Add the potted herb.

TIME
90 minutes (includes drying time)

YIELD
1 planter

DIFFICULTY
Enthusiast

FInISHInG 
TOUCH

Tie leather cord or ribbon around the middle of the planter for an 

extra decorative touch.
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Mini Cheese Board 
With Monogram

MATERIALS

• Wood burning tool with 
multiple bits

• Mini wood cutting board

• Border stencil

• Alphabet stencil 

• Ruler

• Pencil

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Follow the manufacturer instructions for setting up the wood 
burning tool with the desired tip. 

2. Use the pencil to trace the border stencil on the cutting board. 

3. Remove the stencil and begin burning in the stencil tracing.

4. Once the border burning is complete, use the pencil to trace 
the alphabet stencil inside the border where you’d like the 
monogram to go. Use a ruler to determine letter spacing.

5. Remove the stencil and begin burning in the alphabet 
stencil tracings. 

6. When finished, place the cheese board at an individual place 
setting for guests to help themselves to Boursin Cheese, 
charcuterie, dried fruit and more (see page 8).

TIME
2 hours

YIELD
1 board

DIFFICULTY
Experienced

Favors aren’t a requirement for every gathering, but they are a good way to make your 

guests feel extra special. What host doesn’t want that? Take that feeling one step further 

by making personalized wooden cheese boards that your guests can take home to create 

their own Boursin® Cheese spreads. 
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kEEP GOInG
Beyond just party favors for your guests, these mini cheese boards 

make the perfect housewarming gift!



Notes



B O U R S I N . C O M

Whether you’re new to entertaining or more experienced, Gathering 

is your guide to becoming a confident and thoughtful host. In it you’ll 

learn about the five key elements of hosting to create an elevated 

gathering that’s sure to wow your guests.

MAKE EVERY OCCASION 
A BOURSIN® OCCASION


